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Introduction
In the pre-e-Invoicing era, cases of fake invoice scams were rampant, with some involving 
millions of crores. To counter these malpractices, the Indian government introduced 
e-Invoicing on 1st October 2020. E-Invoicing under GST aims to curb tax evasion and 
establish a transparent procedure for reporting invoices to the government.

This whitepaper explores the challenges posed by 
e-Invoicing and proposes solutions to help MSMEs 
adapt to this new system smoothly.

Understanding e-Invoicing
What is an e-Invoice?
Contrary to popular belief, an e-Invoice is 
not a newly generated invoice. It is a 
process of reporting existing B2B invoices 
to the government through the Invoice 
Registration Portal (IRP). The IRP assigns 
a unique Invoice Reference Number (IRN) 
to each invoice and generates a QR code 
with all the necessary details.

SCAM
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Eligibility for e-Invoice Generation
From 1st August 2023, businesses with an annual aggregate turnover exceeding 
Rs. 5 Crore are required to generate e-Invoices for all their B2B transactions. 
This includes transactions involving B2B supplies to 
GST-registered taxpayers, supplies made to 
Special Economic Zones (SEZs), export supplies, 
and deemed exports.

Entities Exempted from e-Invoice Generation
Certain entities are exempt from e-Invoice generation, including 
supplies received from SEZs, financial institutions and insurance 
companies, banking sector (including BFCs), goods transporting 
agencies, passenger transportation services, and multiplexes.
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Consequences of Missing e-Invoice Generation
Failure to generate a valid e-Invoice attracts penalties. Non-issuance of an e-Invoice 
results in a penalty of 100% tax due or Rs. 10,000, whichever is higher. Incorrect 
issuance of an e-Invoice leads to a penalty of Rs. 25,000.

Challenges Faced by Indian MSMEs in E-Invoicing
Certain entities are exempt from e-Invoice generation, including supplies 
received from SEZs, financial institutions and insurance companies, 
banking sector (including NBFCs), goods transporting agencies, 
passenger transportation services, and multiplexes.

Implementation Challenges
Training employees and ensuring manual reconciliation 
between GSTR1, e-Invoice data, and E-way Bill demands 
time and e�ort. Streamlining these processes is essential 
for smooth e-Invoice generation.

E-Invoice Data Archiving
The e-Invoicing system lacks a long-term data archive. The 
Invoice Registration Portal stores e-Invoice data for only 24 
hours. Businesses may require this data for various purposes, 
including legal compliance, reconciliations, and audits.

Lack of Real-Time Support
The absence of a dedicated support mechanism for e-Invoice 
generation creates issues for small and medium-sized businesses. 
A robust support system is crucial for seamless e-Invoice generation.

Additional Compliance Burden
While the objective of e-Invoicing is to simplify invoice management and bring transparency 
to the GST structure, many MSMEs perceive it as an additional compliance burden. 
Understanding its benefits and adapting to the new system is essential for compliance.
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The Way Ahead for Indian MSMEs in E-Invoicing

Overhaul for Small-Scale Businesses
Small-scale businesses need to reassess their existing processes 
and infrastructure to align with e-Invoicing requirements. 
This may involve investing in appropriate so�ware, training 
employees, and establishing e�icient data reconciliation 
mechanisms.

Collaboration with Technology Providers
MSMEs can leverage the expertise of technology providers 
specializing in e-Invoicing solutions. These providers o�er 
comprehensive so�ware platforms that automate the e-Invoice 
generation process, ensure data accuracy, and provide real-time 
support.

Integration of GST Products
Embracing an ecosystem of GST products can simplify the 
e-Invoicing process for MSMEs. This includes integrating 
GST-compliant accounting so�ware, e-Way Bill generation 
tools, and tax return filing solutions. A seamless integration of 
these products can streamline data flow and minimize manual 
errors.

Long-Term Data Archiving Solutions
MSMEs should explore options for long-term data 
archiving beyond the 24-hour storage provided by the 
Invoice Registration Portal. This can involve implementing 
cloud-based storage solutions or partnering with service 
providers specializing in data archiving and retrieval.

To navigate the challenges of e-Invoicing, Indian MSMEs should consider the following 
steps:
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Knowledge Enhancement and Training
Continuous learning and training are crucial for MSMEs to stay 
updated with e-Invoicing regulations and best practices. Businesses 
should invest in training programs for their employees to ensure 
they understand the e-Invoicing process, comply with guidelines, 
and make the most of available technology.

 Collaboration with Peers and Industry Bodies
Sharing experiences and best practices with peers facing similar 
challenges can provide valuable insights for MSMEs. Joining 
industry associations and participating in forums focused on 
e-Invoicing can foster collaboration, knowledge exchange, and 
collective advocacy for addressing common issues.

Benefits of Having an Ecosystem of GST Products
Building an ecosystem of GST products o�ers several benefits to MSMEs:

Streamlined Operations:
Integration of GST products eliminates manual data entry and improves data accuracy. 
This leads to streamlined operations, reduced errors, and enhanced e�iciency.

Real-Time Compliance:
With automated e-Invoicing and tax return filing solutions, MSMEs can ensure real-time 
compliance with GST regulations, avoiding penalties and legal complications.

Cost and Time Savings:
E�icient data reconciliation and automation reduce the time and e�ort required for invoice 
management and compliance activities. This results in cost savings and enables MSMEs to 
focus on core business operations.

Scalability and Growth:
 Adopting a scalable ecosystem of GST products provides a foundation for future growth. as 
the business expands, the integrated so�ware can accommodate increased transaction 
volumes and regulatory complexities.
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Embracing the Digital Trend of E-Invoicing
E-Invoicing is an integral part of the government's digitization e�orts, aimed at creating 
a transparent and streamlined taxation system. While initially posing challenges for 
MSMEs, e-Invoicing ultimately o�ers long-term benefits, including reduced tax evasion, 
improved compliance, and enhanced business e�iciency.

By embracing technology, collaborating 
with industry experts, and integrating GST 
products, Indian MSMEs can successfully 
navigate the e-Invoicing landscape and 
harness its advantages. Taking proactive 
steps to adapt to the new system will not 
only ensure compliance but also position 
businesses for growth in the digital era.
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